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Josh Pokrzywinski: Good afternoon, and thanks for joining us for the final day of Morgan Stanley's Laguna 
Conference.  I'm Josh Pokrzywinski, the firm's U.S. electrical equipment and multi-industry analyst.  Here 
with me this afternoon is the management team from Helios Technologies, including new CEO, Josef 
Matosevic; CFO, Tricia Fulton; and brand new to the IR team, VP of Investor Relations, Tania Almond. 
Team, thanks for joining us.  Welcome to all. 

Before we dive in here, I do need to quickly read the disclaimer.  So for those on the line, this will be my 57th 
time or something like that, reading it, so everyone bear with.  Please note that this webcast is for Morgan 
Stanley's clients and appropriate Morgan Stanley employees only.  This webcast is not for members of the 
press. If you are a member of the press, please disconnect and reach out separately.  For important 
disclosures, please see the Morgan Stanley research disclosure website at 
morganstanley.com/researchdisclosures.  If you have any questions, please reach out to our Morgan Stanley 
sales representative. 

Team, thank you for making the time to join us.  Obviously, easier than the flight from Sarasota, and having 
to go all the way out to Laguna, but you guys get to still enjoy the sun.  Unfortunately, we don't this year, but 
thanks for joining all the same. 

Josh Pokrzywinski: If you wouldn't mind Josef, maybe spending a few minutes telling us what you're seeing 
out there.  Obviously, newer to the role yourself, are there any kind of bigger strategic imperatives as well as 
observations that you have that you want to make us aware of upfront, which would be great. 

Josef Matosevic: Yes, certainly.  Thanks for having me, Josh, and good day to everyone. I'll start by saying 
how truly blessed and excited I am to have joined this wonderful company. Considering the COVID 
challenges, the first 100 days have been very exciting on my end and as you can imagine, I'm learning on 
the fly.  I have had the chance to dig in very deeply into Sun Hydraulics and our Enovation businesses. 

As we started the journey with the team, I wanted to have a good, deep, and thorough understanding of our 
Vision 2025 strategy as well as the associated plans and considering our economic conditions, I wanted to 
get an understanding of how solid they are.  I am here to tell you that the strategy is good and confirmed.  
This is also a result of a very deep dive on meeting the people, meeting the management team, for which the 
same holds true.  I am really fortunate to have gotten to know a lot of great people here; a very strong 
management team, which is comprised of a nice combination between folks who have been here for a long 
time and some new team members, who bring some very unique skills to the table. So the strategy is good 
and the management team is sound.  Unfortunately, I was not able to see our third business, the Faster 
Group, which is in Italy. We did most of that over the phone and through virtual meetings, but the same holds 
true there. 

In summary, the strategy is confirmed. Our vision is to get to $1 billion in revenue with EBITDA margins of 
greater than 24%.  What I think I'm seeing here and what's starting to feel right to all of us here at Helios are 
certain value streams that need to be added to the strategy for two particular reasons. One, we have to make 
sure we achieve our vision.  Secondly, I think considering the strength of the company, including a strong 
balance sheet, this is a great opportunity to separate ourselves from the competition and add additional 
plans that augment our strategy to reach our goals quicker and faster. 

Right now we are in the process of baking the cake that is our value stream approach and will be added to 
the strategy.  Let me provide you with a few examples; number one consists of looking at our current market 
position and how we leverage Helios and our Helios brands globally, quicker and faster, as well as how we 
pull our two different segments into a leveraged approach.  Another example would be to implement an 
opportunistic approach on M&A to complete our product offering, where we have gaps in the products and 
start to diversify our approach in other industrial markets. 

I dug into the product line of Enovation Controls, which is largely focused on the recreational market with 
digital control solutions and selling directly to OEMs.  I have to point out that it is a really well designed, well-
developed business with a strong R&D backbone, and very strong engineers.  However, the applications 
with minor engineering work can also be applied in other markets of the industrial sector.  
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I am excited to see the journey continuing and once the cake is “fully baked”, we will communicate this to the 
investor community accordingly.  Finally, we are focusing on the operations piece of the company, and see 
how we can leverage our supply chain and our manufacturing footprint.  Again, we are super excited and 
with that let me turn it back to you for some questions. 

Josh Pokrzywinski: Perfect.  I appreciate that intro. Obviously, you took over right in the middle of COVID, 
so no small feat, both on sticking to the long-term strategy, which it's good to hear you reiterate.  I want to 
come back to some of those elements, but certainly, the near-term has been challenging for folks as well.  
Anything that is occupying your attention in the near term that either showed up in supply chains or particular 
acute reactions out of customers that is putting off that longer-term strategic attention, or have your markets 
settled down a little bit? 

Josef Matosevic: That's a great question, Josh.  Here is the unique position we are in, as everyone on this 
call is aware, we are a highly profitable company with a very strong and flexible balance sheet. We really do 
not have significant fundamental issues.  We are in daily contact with our distributors.  If you look at our three 
product lines or three business units, Sun Hydraulics sells through distribution and when you talk to those 
folks, it's a mixed bag.  Some of the distributors have low inventories and are doing extremely well, some 
have a little bit higher inventory, which takes them a little longer to burn off.  At the end of the day, it's 
balancing out.  We anticipated Q3 to be a trough for us, but the picture is shaping up potentially a little bit 
better than we thought. 

On the Enovation side, we were somewhat worried that some of our new products that we developed over 
the last 12, 18 months may be canceled out or delayed for three years.  None of them were canceled.  We 
only had a handful pushed into 2021, but pretty much all of them have been confirmed, in many cases 
through a co-funding mechanism. 

Faster is having a great year.  Europe has recovered extremely fast and is doing really well.  Asia is ramping 
up for us, in particular China, on a very rapid basis.  We do not have major fundamental issues of cyclicality 
that will require significant cuts in the organization.  We kept all of our engineering and R&D people.  Of 
course, we made some minor adjustments where needed, to be good stewards of our shareholders.  
However, we are going to stay focused on executing our strategy.  We are going to continue to develop and 
design very closely to the markets and to our customers.  We will continue to work to develop additional 
value streams and communicate those accordingly and continue to deliver and de-lever. 

Josh Pokrzywinski: Excellent. A couple of things that you mentioned I want to dig in on a little bit further.  
First of all, inventory.  In your position with inventory and the way you interact with your customers, may be a 
little different from some other folks we speak to.  But just taking a step back, you mentioned that some of 
your distributors are a little leaner on inventory.  Obviously, it's an uneven environment right now.  Are those 
folks looking to restock or are they comfortable with low inventory and just meeting the market more at the 
point-of-sale level? 

Josef Matosevic: Again, Josh, it is market specific.  In our case, our Ag market has done extremely well, so 
this customer base is restocking on a frequent basis.  The order pattern continues in other sectors like the 
material handling equipment area, which is a market that is doing extremely well for us.  Specialty vehicle is 
kind of a mixed bag, but overall, I think we have seen slight recovery pretty much in most of the markets we 
participate. 

Josh Pokrzywinski: Got it.  That's helpful. In the context of this quarter being the trough, I think a backlog 
situation drove that timing differential coming out of last quarter.  How has the replenishment of backlog 
gone?  If you want to frame it up in kind of a book-to-bill scenario, what is that trying to tell you in terms of the 
pace of improvement that we could see from here? 

Josef Matosevic: I think I'm going to co-answer this one here with Tricia.  We have this discussion every 
single day.  So Tricia, you may start and I finish. 

Tricia Fulton: Yes, absolutely.  The past due issue is one that we've had for multiple quarters.  In the third 
quarter, the expectation was that we would be able to work through that and for the most part, we have.  So 
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now we're working off of actual demand levels in that business for CVT.  It's never a position that you want to 
be in to have past due, but I guess the good part of that was there was very high demand for those products.  
The expectation is that we will continue that once we are able to work through what we're considering a 
short-term problem of COVID.  We're clearly more focused on the long-term opportunities and just sort of 
managing day-to-day, what we need to get through the next quarter or two related to COVID impacts. 

Back to the question on distributor inventory specifically, there are some that have higher inventory than they 
want and some that have lower. I think they are also trying to manage with their customers is where they are 
in the cycle.  We are getting some good feedback from them that there are opportunities that are now 
popping up and starting to come back a little bit, on a one-off basis at this point.  But that's how the recovery 
begins.  We're very encouraged by the information that we're getting from the field related to specific 
opportunities that seem to indicate that the fourth quarter will be what we have expected, which will be a bit 
of a recovery in demand. 

Josh Pokrzywinski: Excellent.  That's helpful.  Just switching then to some of the longer-term elements 
because I think that's where everyone's focus is. I think it is interesting to hear pretty early on the 
recommitment to Vision 2025. $1 billion looks like it's far away today, but I think you guys have proven a 
pretty good growth trajectory and have talked about some newer things that could help get you there.  I 
guess as you see it today, and open to whoever wants to take the question, what are some of the bigger 
initiatives that you would want to see come through?  Whether things that you've already talked about, or 
Josef, you mentioned that there were some opportunities in new areas that were from your prior life that 
could be part of that.  I guess, maybe break down how you see the path evolving from an organic 
perspective?  I know inorganic is a part of it, too. I wouldn't want to miss that. 

Josef Matosevic: Yes.  You just mentioned the third component. Number one, on the organic side is, I think 
we're going to do a much better job going forward of communicating the true power of Helios.  When you dig 
into those brands and into those products, those companies right now operate as stand-alone independent 
companies.  We haven't really leveraged the strength of the brands with some of the key customers where 
it's really required.  For customers who install a full, closed subsystem or entire system, we are able to 
provide our brands to support that.  So pulling in all three businesses into one system where it's appropriate 
will be a key focus, and we are having dialogues with those customers right now.  That could be a little bit 
longer cycle. 

The second one is diversifying our brands into other industrial markets.  For example, if you see where the 
commercial food service industry is going with the connected kitchen and switching over to digital and 
providing data to the users, owners and operators.  They want to have effective data on when to change the 
oil and a fryer or what have you and that has to be controlled somewhere. Enovation Controls does exactly 
that. We may be able to de-feature some of our current products and sell them to other end markets in the 
industrial sector, while still protecting our margin. 

That's a pretty significant piece, and it goes way beyond the food service sector.  It could go into HVAC. It 
could go into the specialty vehicle market, into the medical industry. I’m super excited about the 
diversification opportunities.  As I said earlier, we have all the ingredients now, and we're doing some testing 
and talking to our customers, and if the cake gets out of the oven, we're going to communicate this. 

Thirdly, as you mentioned, is our M&A approach.  We have a very opportunistic appetite in that area.  We 
know we have some product gaps.  We know that we will eventually add some smaller, flywheel bolt-on 
acquisitions to gain additional capabilities, or some capacity in geographical territories where it's required, 
where we don't have it.  Some areas would give us some additional supply chain and manufacturing 
capabilities.   

However, we're also looking for the next big thing.  What's the next big transformational area that will 
separate Helios from the competition?  Those are the three key things that feel right to me going forward. 

Tricia, do you want to add something to that? 
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Tricia Fulton: Yes, the only thing that I would add is there is already a very strong organic growth 
component built into Vision 2025.  We're still expecting that organic growth to happen in the current end 
markets and with the current products and new products.  I think what Josef is referring to is a great addition 
of the value stream to be able to make that happen even faster by moving into some of the end markets that 
prior to now, we maybe hadn't really considered, but with his background have become something that we 
definitely want to explore further. 

Josh Pokrzywinski: Got it. As it pertains to pivoting into new markets, new product sets you manage, just 
some de-featuring that might take place in a few of those applications, is the organization ready for those 
new approaches, whether it's capacity, sales, engineering, I think it's easy for me, who has clearly no 
engineering background to say, "Oh, you take one of the buttons out and you put it in, and we're good to go." 
But obviously, there's real work that has to get done by people who can do math. Is there the organizational 
infrastructure for some of those changes that you'd want to apply? 

Josef Matosevic: I really appreciate that question, because to me this is one of the key questions.  Let me 
point out again that we have not cut into the R&D backbone at all. Even during COVID times, we maintained 
our infrastructure and took an approach of really focusing on innovating and developing additional products 
in all three businesses. Clearly, as we diversify in other markets, it's a mind-shift of designing a control 
system for a boat or for a snowmobile or Jet Ski versus designing a control for a food service equipment 
solution. It's a mindset shift, but not so much lack of knowledge, so it is an educational component to be 
going through right now. 

We're not in any hurry to rush through this and do it wrong versus taking our time and teaching the 
organization how to fish, testing it out, running some cycles and making sure we really deploy this in the right 
way. However, there are also other areas that we're going to invest. As we look two to five years out, we are 
clearly going to add another leg to our stool and we have good ideas of what it means to us. It could be in the 
areas of software or hardware, but we’re are also looking at hydraulic companies, what is the next right thing 
for us as a company. So, there will be an investment required going forward to structure us accordingly so 
we can succeed. 

Tania Almond: Josef, as you mentioned, the investment in R&D, do you want to talk about the pipeline of 
products over the next couple of years? 

Josef Matosevic: Yes, certainly, Tania. The Enovation side was a gold nugget for me as I visited their 
operations for a few days and really learned that everyone there is talking about customer experience and 
the importance of customers. Those guys are living and breathing it through every level of the organization. 
They are empowered, their process requires them to turn in 20 suggestions a week and out of the 20 to 
implement 19. It's a really, really powerful tool. What drives that is a mindset of innovation. Those 
suggestions are all around how to make the products better, how to delight the customer, how to be more 
nimble, more flexible until it gets into the NPI process. 

That drove the additional 25 additional new products we developed, that I think the market will like what 
those capabilities are. In some cases, they are large breakthrough capabilities, others are just up-featured 
functions that the customer has requested.  

Josh Pokrzywinski: Excellent. One thing that's a little unclear as an outsider or harder to grasp is what a 
system looks like as some of the various brands of Helios come together, like you mentioned that it's an 
opportunity. Are there obvious points of attachment where you're saying, we make this, and we make this 
and there's something that should fit in the middle that has our name on it. Is system integration something 
that you want to get into? What creates kind of the barrier there versus some of the other large folks who 
probably are less niche focused but have a broader offering? I'm thinking like the Parker Hannifin, the 
Danfoss’s of the world. Where do you draw the line on too broad? 

Josef Matosevic: We clearly enjoy the niche markets we are in. There's a reason why Helios has been so 
successful for a long, long time with superior profitability. We're not looking to depart from that journey, but I 
think it is valid to ask ourselves whether we can participate in broader markets. If you take a tractor, for an 
example, a tractor has hydraulics, has a PLC control, has a shovel and cab so when you look at Faster, with 
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quick release couplers, CVT with the cartridge valve technology, and Enovation with the digital control 
system, it's starting to feel like there's something there. I'm not sure we clearly understand yet what it is as a 
company, but we are looking at this very deeply and see what that could mean for us. That's kind of where 
we are, Josh. 

Josh Pokrzywinski: Got it. That's helpful. Coming back to the footprint strategy, I think there's been some 
pretty significant capacity investments in recent years, maybe the pace of the recovery has led to some 
utilization looking different across some of those plants. Any way that you could characterize what that looks 
like, especially in some of the newer facilities today and anything from your own production footprint or 
supply chain that might get moved around here over the next couple of years to either enable that growth or 
just say, look, we want to be closer to these customers, these markets, et cetera? 

Josef Matosevic: Yes, I will start and then I hand it over to Tricia because she has very deep knowledge of 
the previous plants. One of our key focus areas going forward is to have a better international strategy. We 
have a significant footprint in North America, but now with Asia and especially China ramping up and we 
have seen demand quickly ramping up. We believe we may need more capacity in that area, so we are 
developing a better international strategy. 

Our North American footprint will not require any additional capacity. It's more about optimizing our supply 
chain.  As you have a legacy company like Sun Hydraulics, 85% to 90% of our products are literally single 
source and have been for 20 years, so you limit your leverage and what you can do.  We're going to balance 
this a little bit with minor adjustments to have  better leverage and improve our margin and product cost. 
When you look at our OEE, our first time through our quality ratings, or PPM, we've been good.  That 
obviously explains the strong margin. However, on the operations front, Josh, there are still areas that have 
to be tweaked, and I see margin improvement there. 

Tricia Fulton: Yes. And I would just follow-on from a capacity perspective, we embarked on the 
manufacturing consolidation project in Sarasota, about 18 months ago. We completed that throughout '18 to 
mid-'19. It significantly increased the capacity that we have in that business. In addition to that, we brought 
on a new factory in China and Kunshan that is quickly ramping up production of cartridge valve as well for 
that region and they're focused on making valves for that region. They're also focused on getting a supply 
chain for that factory that would be local to China. So we're not having to ship parts. That helps us avoid any 
tariff issues down the road from that perspective.  And again, on the CVT side, we put a factory in a couple of 
years ago in Korea that still has some capacity.  So we believe that we're in pretty good shape from a long-
term capacity perspective on the CVT side.  Another project that we're just embarking on now is looking at 
the expansion of our factory in Italy for Faster.  We're staying on the campus where we are, but we're 
bringing in additional space over a period of a couple of years that will enable us to have the capacity that we 
need there to also achieve Vision 2025.  So I feel like we're in very good shape there, too, with the plan that 
we have in place. 

Josh Pokrzywinski: Excellent. Well, I see we're at time, so thanks to all three of you for making the time to 
join us, especially in this virtual format on these strange times, but hope to see you all in-person in the not-
too-distant future. 

 


